
for Remote Presence Ocean Exploration on Earth: 

SUBSEA: Systematic Underwater Biogeochemical Science and Exploration Analog 

Using Science Operations Tools and Methods from NASA

E/V Nautilus Cruise NA108



What is SUBSEA?
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SUBSEA Cruise B Information Cycle

Dive Plan to Ship

DIRDAR to ISC

• One dive plan per day (24 hour cycle)
• 16 hour target dive time
• Dive Recovery and data report (DIRDAR) sent at end of dive
• Mode 1: No other communication
• Mode 2: Audio and text chat during dive



Overview
What is xGDS?
SUBSEA 2019
xGDS for ocean exploration



An open source web site/application

What is xGDS?

Science focused tools for data synthesis, multi-user real-time 
collaboration and decision-making
Science teams love it!



Empower non-specialist users to explore/annotate data independently

xGDS Technology Goals

Correlate and present disparate data products to scientists
Support rapid search for useful items in large volumes of data
Enable effective decision making during field operations



Built on well established open-source frameworks/apps

xGDS Foundations

Support open standards when possible
Allows for easier sharing with collaborators



xGDS has supported a wide array of platforms.
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xGDS for SUBSEA at Inner Space Center (ISC)
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Pre-Cruise During Cruise Post Cruise

Plan

Monitor/Archive

Explore

xGDS Workflow Process



Deployed xGDS at ISC for NA108 
Active science team participation from ISC
Planning

Science team authored and delivered dive plans to Nautilus daily.
Science team made navigation and data collection decisions 
from shore

Monitoring
Recorded events in xGDS

Exploring
Interactive data exploration through xGDS

SUBSEA xGDS Success



ISC science team (beyond Nautilus data logger & video):
~1000 still images from the video feed (10K on ship).
~700 accesses to map layers.
~600 observations and tags on data from ship (3300 on ship).
~230 accesses to the video replay page.
53 ROV plans created during NA108 cruise
7 final plans delivered to Nautilus for 7 dive days.
16 hour expected dive duration. 

xGDS for SUBSEA by the numbers



Scientist Authored Map Layers for Interactive Visualization

[xGDS] let  us see easily see where the sub had been and quickly access 
layers that we could not view in the 3D visualization software. “ “



Scientist Authored Map Layers for Interactive Visualization

[xGDS] let  us see easily see where the sub had been and quickly access 
layers that we could not view in the 3D visualization software. “ “

The ability…to seamlessly move between data sets makes a huge difference, 
especially working under conditions where we were stressed and tired.

[xGDS] let  us see easily see where the sub had been and quickly access 
layers that we could not view in the 3D visualization software. “ “

“ “



“ “Often without xGDS, scientists know what they want but don’t know 
if it’s possible or how to create plans.

Dive Planning: Collaborate



Dive Planning: Take frame grab from video and mark it up

Used frame grabs a lot to do dive 
planning and illustrate the dive plan.“ “



Dive Planning: Export data for other users & systems

xGDS ROV Plan

xGDS Plan
Exporter



Dive Planning: Export data for other users & systems

xGDS ROV Plan

xGDS Plan
Exporter
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“
“

Filled in for observations that people on watch did not capture.

“ “If you don't annotate/collect/organize data during field deployment it often 
takes a long time or doesn't happen.

Liked to see what everyone was logging, so you could 
avoid duplicate observations.“ “

Active Team Participation: Record Events



“ “The plot is spectacular, you can pause and go back to where 
the temperature spikes were.

Often use search to look for keywords or tags to 
find prior time/location/data.“ “

Interactive Data Exploration: Synchronized Products



Synchronizing ROV position with video and data 
replay was very helpful.

“
““

Interactive Data Exploration: Replay data in sync

Being able to rewind during a dive to 
review data/video makes it less 

exhausting, decreasing paranoia 
about missing something.

“



The ability to ‘look around’ -- rewind and replay 
around sample collection is really key.

”

“ “

Active Team Participation: Jump to events



Example: Apollo Vent Field Discovery



The ability to ‘look around’ -- rewind and replay 
around sample collection is really key.

”

“ “

Example: Apollo Vent Field Discovery
“ “xGDS was helpful when we were looking for the Apollo site, 

because it let us see easily see where the sub had been



The ability to ‘look around’ -- rewind and replay 
around sample collection is really key.

”

“ “

Example: Apollo Vent Field Discovery
“ “xGDS was helpful when we were looking for the Apollo site, 

because it let us see easily see where the sub had been

“ “xGDS […] had the crucial layers all in one 
place with their display settings ready to go.



ISC science team (beyond Nautilus data logger & video):
~1000 still images from the video feed.
~700 accesses to map layers.
~600 observations and tags on data streamed from ship.
~230 accesses to the video replay page.
53 ROV plans created during NA108 cruise
7 final plans delivered to Nautilus for 7 dive days. 
24 hour maximum dive length

xGDS for SUBSEA by the numbers



OET’s Shipboard Needs are Similar
Collaborative planning
Empowering watch lead
Search Data & Replay Dive
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Next Steps: xGDS on Ship
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images
chat notes

video

xGDS could provide standard format archives for all of its 
data, to integrate with permanent NOAA archives. 

Next Steps: Archiving



Visualizations
3D interactivity with data
Mapped interactive data
Better bidirectional integration 
with 3rd party tools
Flexible location data sources

Next Steps: New capabilities and improved integration
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Next Steps: xGDS Distributed

xGDS
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Next Steps: More ships and ROVs



Movement toward open data, especially government data. 
Internet makes users expect rapid access to clear, actionable data.
Current technology makes this (more) feasible.
Joint development of Ocean Worlds and Ocean Exploration technology 
will benefit both communities.
Define requirements now to improve science and exploration return in 
future deployments. 

Why is now the right time



Next steps
Plan for and implement shipboard xGDS installation on Nautilus
Test it on technical “shakedown cruise”
Deploy on appropriate science-focused cruise
Deploy on science cruise with ship and shore participation 



https://spacescience.arc.nasa.gov/subsea
More Information

https://tos.org/oceanography/issue/volume-31-issue-01-supplement
https://ti.arc.nasa.gov/tech/asr/groups/intelligent-robotics/xgds

david.s.lees@nasa.gov


